Experimental Investigation of Heat Transfer Characteristics in a Circular Tube Fitted with Triangular-Cut Twisted Tape (TCTT) Inserts
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Abstract

An experiment was conducted to investigate the friction factor characteristics and heat transfer characteristics of a concentric tube with triangular cut twisted tape (TCTT) insert with twist ratio Y is 5.4 and depth of triangular cut was 1.2 cm were studied for laminar flow. This investigation also to find the Nusselt number, heat transfer coefficient and Reynolds number. The heat transfer enhancement was caused with the flow of fluid between the plain twisted tapes and twisted tape with triangular cut (TCTT). The experimental value of plain tube and triangular cut twisted tape obtained from the experimental work and these two-statistical data were compared with the results. The results shows that the heat transfer rate enhancement of induced with plain and with the increase of Reynolds number, TCTT inserts was increases. The Reynolds numbers were varied in the range of 5710 to 18366. At analogous of Reynolds number with Nusselt numbers in the tube with triangular-cut twisted tape insert were enhanced by 1.1 to 1.3 times compared to that of plain twisted tape tube. The configuration of TCTT insert offered higher friction factor and heat transfer rate than the plain twisted inserts.
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Introduction

Heat exchangers have used for several industrial and engineering applications to improve the performance of heat exchanger devices for enhancement of heat transfer. A majority of heat exchangers used in chemical processing plants, air conditioning equipment, thermal power plants, etc. The heat transfer augmentation techniques are generally classified into three categories namely, Active techniques and Passive techniques and compared techniques. Salman et al. [1] have investigated in a circular tube fitted with Quadrant-cut twisted tape inserts by using CFD analysis of the heat transfer and friction factor characteristic. Al Amin et al. [2] investigating the heat transfer enhancement using a rotating twisted tape insert. Date and Saha [3] investigated in a tube fitted with regularly spaced twisted tape elements of the heat transfer. Salam et al. [4] discussed the heat transfer enhancement using twisted tape insert in a tube. Bodius et al. [5] have studied the heat transfer enhancement
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Murugesan et al. [13] have analyses the turbulent flow heat transfer in tube fitted with square cut twisted tape. Sarma et al. [14] approach the heat transfer analysis in tube with twisted tape inserts. Monheit et al. [15] studied about the experimental investigation of the twisted tape inserts. Promvonge et al. [16] has analyses the heat transfer behavior on twisted tape inserts. Duplesis et al. [17] analyses using twisted tape inserts, the experimental studies on heat transfer augmentation techniques. Salman et al. [18] were studied about the numerical investigation in a circular tube fitted with V cut twisted tape inserts of heat transfer and friction factor characteristics. Saha et al. [19] investigated of laminar flow in a tube fitted with regularly spaced twisted tape elements the heat transfer. Gnielinski et al. [20] analyses the new equations for heat and mass transfer in turbulent pipe flow and channel flow. The twisted tape inserts were discussed in many literature surveys of the heat transfer and friction factor characteristics [21-30].

**Experimental**

The configuration of geometry of the tube with a thickness (t) 0.075 cm, length (L) 220 cm is used for experimental investigation. In a double pipe heat exchanger as the heat transfer test section to minimize heat loss to the surrounding this is insulated. It consists of two concentric tubes in which hot water flows through the inner tube and cold water flows outer tube in flow through annulus. The outer tube is made of a cast iron having inside and outside diameters of 28 mm and 32 mm respectively. The inner tube made of an aluminum having inside and outside diameters of 20 mm and 18 mm respectively. Water is supplied to the pipe from the water loop, an electrical heater controlled by adjusting the voltage, a stirrer and flow meter is placed in the path of the water supply.

The temperature sensors were used to measure the outlet temperature of hot and cold fluid and Four thermocouples were used $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, $T_4$, to find the surface temperature of heat exchanger and data was recorded using data acquisition unit. The cold water is supplied from storage tank into the outer tube and hot water is supplied in the inner tube. The flow meter and pressure gauge were used to measure the mass flow rate of hot fluid and cold fluid flow. The volumetric flow rates of the hot and cold fluid were adjusted by control valves, situated before the inlet ports and experimental reading was taken with different flow rates for obtained the different experimental data. The experimental data occurred for plain twisted tape and triangular-cut twisted tape (TCT). The temperature of the inlet and outlet of hot and Coldwater data’s were gathered. The experimental configuration illustrated in FIG. 1-3.
The experimental set-up consists of:

1. Electrical heater
2. Pressure gauge
3. Temperature indicator
4. Flow meter
5. Display unit

Double pipe heat exchanger with twisted tape.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Twisted tape model.

FIG. 3. Twisted tape model with triangular cut.
Heat transfer rate was calculated
\[ Q = m \, C_p \, (T_{out} - T_{in}) \] ---- (1)

Heat transfer coefficient can be calculated
\[ h = \frac{q}{(T_w - T_b)} \] ---- (2)

Reynolds number was calculated
\[ Re = \frac{UD}{v} \] ---- (3)

Nusselt number can be obtained
\[ Nu = h \, D/K \] ---- (4)

**Results and Discussion**

The measured data of friction factor and heat transfer for the plain twisted tape tube were collected and then these data were taken to compare the experimental set up of triangular-cut twisted tape inserts and over the range of Reynolds number 5710 to 18366 with measurement techniques. FIG. 4 shows the comparison of Reynolds number and Nusselt number of experimental data of plain twisted tape (PTT) and triangular-cut twisted tape (TCTT). It is seen that, the Nusselt number with triangular-cut twisted tape inserts were gives higher values than the plain twisted tape inserts. With increases of Reynolds number the Nusselt number also increased. From the observation, the plain twisted tape Nusselt number increases from 68 to 107, but the TCTT Nusselt number increases from 70 to 128.

Errors were found to be in the range of +6% to +8%. At the comparable of Re and Nu with TCTT inserts were improved from 1.02 to 1.19 times compared with the plain twisted tape inserts (PTT). FIG. 5 shows the variation of Reynolds number and heat transfer coefficient, at analogous of TCTT heat transfer coefficient increased with increases of Reynolds number and gives higher values than the PTT insert. Because of swirl flow generated by twisted tape was responsible the thermal boundary layer and increased mixing between the core and tube wall for thinning flows. The value of heat transfer coefficient for TCTT increased by 1.03 to 1.19 times enhanced than the PTT.

**Effect of cut depth and twist ratio on heat transfer and friction factor**

The experimental data of the friction factor and heat transfer of PTT and TCTT and these variation with a Reynolds number of twisted tape inserts with twist ratio \( y = 5.4 \) is shown in FIG. 6 and 7. It indicates that the heat transfer rate of PTT is higher than the TCTT insert. It is obvious that the narrow twist ratio yielded with TCTT offered higher values of heat transfer than the plain twisted tape inserts. For the given Reynolds number, the Nusselt number and heat transfer rate were enhanced with TCTT insert at comparable of PTT. The TCTT heat transfer rate is enhanced by 1.2 to 1.8 times with comparable than the PTT. The depth of cut was taken as by 0.5 cm and cut twisted tape was responsible for the tangential contact between secondary flow and the wall surface of the tube, additional disturbance which increased. This made the heat transfer rate is increases through the twisted flow and twisted cut tape flow. The errors to be found to be in the range of +8%. FIG. 7 shows the comparison of Reynolds number and friction factor. The Reynolds number increased with decreasing the friction factor, because of the twisted tape inserts caused swirling flow in the tube; it is mainly due combined effect of swirl flow and turbulence generated by the alternate’s cuts in the twisted tape. It was observed that the friction factor was decreased by 1.12 to 0.72 times than the Plain twisted tape inserts (PTT).
FIG. 4. Comparison of the Reynolds number and Nusselt number.

FIG. 5. Variation of the Reynolds number and heat transfer coefficient.

FIG. 6. Shows the Reynolds number and heat transfer variation.

FIG. 7. Variation of Reynolds number with friction factor.
Conclusion
An experimental investigation carried out for plain twisted tape and triangular twisted tape for measuring heat transfer rate, friction factor, Reynolds number and Nusselt number. The values of the heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number and heat transfer rate for the tube with triangular-cut twisted tape were considerably higher than the values of plain twisted tape inserts. The experimental heat transfer rate of TCTT values were found to be 21% to 24% enhanced than the PTT. The results show the TCTT offered more heat transfer than the plain twisted tape inserts. The heat transfer enhancement of experimental record was validating with TCTT and PTT: and the results obtained for additional disturbance which increased the tangential contact between secondary flow and wall surface. The friction factor reduced with increase of Reynolds number, these reductions caused due to swirl flow taken between the cut depth and twist in tape. The Nusselt number was increased with increases of Reynolds number. The experimental values of Nusselt number was increased with 1.02 to 1.19 times. From the experimental results of the plain twisted tape and triangular cut twisted tape, as the heat transfer rate increases by selecting optimum Reynolds number and twisted ratios. The smaller twist ratio can be used for the operation of the twisted tape, whenever higher heat transfer rate is required. The lower twist ratio enhances the heat transfer due to increases in transverse fluid motion.
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